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Welcome
The past year has been both challenging and rewarding. Our charity has seen demand for our
vital services continue to grow, at a time when the availability of grants to support our work is
becoming increasingly competitive.
In last year's report we explained that we planned to spend more than we expected in income.
This was because, perhaps understandably, grant givers take the view that charities should
spend their own money first.
In the event, our need to live within our means has led the trustees to refocus our activities to
supporting people to live well in their own homes. We do this through services such as
transport to medical appointments, befriending, wellbeing co-ordination, support for people
returning home from hospital, and home help with things like cleaning and shopping.
In realising we can't be all things to all people we have stopped providing some services where
there are other like-minded charities to pick up on these in partnership with us. In turn we are
acting as a referral agency out of the community hub we've set up at Teignmouth hospital.
This has been my third year as Chair of our Board of Trustees, and I've decided to step down
from the role, but to remain as a Trustee. Andy Davies, one of our existing trustees, has agreed
to become Chair and I know that he will do a brilliant job. Howard Almond has decided to retire
and I would like to acknowledge our sincere gratitude for his many years of loyal service. We
wish them both well for the future. You can find out more about our Board of Trustees on pages
18-19 of this report. Bob Alford has also stepped down as our Chief Officer, and we thank him
for his leadership and enthusiasm in the role.
There has been much hard work to ensure our charity is sustainable and ready for future
challenges and I thank all of our clients, volunteers, staff, and trustees for their loyalty, support,
and enthusiasm.

Ken
Ken Goodsell
Chair of Trustees

Feedback
We love receiving feedback from the people we
have supported; it really makes it all worthwhile!
We have a feedback book in the office which we
encourage people to read (it’ll really give you a
boost to remember how many kind people are in
our community) and also of course to leave their
own message in! Here are some of our favourite
pieces of feedback received this year.

“During these difficult and stressful times we
have been made to feel relaxed and cared for.
You are all doing a very important service to the
community and we appreciate it very much,
you are all wonderful caring people.”

“Many thanks for your
excellent, efficiently run
service with very sociable
and helpful drivers.
I found it relaxing not to
have to worry about parking
and especially comforting
to have a driver waiting for me
after treatment.”
My befriender is an incredible
lady and has made such a
happy difference to my life.
She has not only become a
very dear friend but she is
also my music teacher (piano)
and scrabble partner
(she always wins!) and above
all she is consistent and
always cheery!
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Manager’s Report
It’s been yet another busy year for Volunteering in Health with our move to Teignmouth Hospital.
We are enjoying our new base within the hospital—not only is it a welcoming and suitable space, but
it’s also helped us work more closely with the statutory sector so we can offer a more holistic service.
Our referrals have gone from an average of 19 per month to 47 per month since the move, which is a
real reflection on how much the statutory sector now values and understands us. Fortunately we are
part of a much wider voluntary sector and are able to signpost many of these referrals on to other
organisations, such as The Alice Cross Centre, Assist Teignbridge, Citizen’s Advice Bureau,
Teignmouth Arts Action Group, and many others for additional support. As well as signposting, our
Wellbeing Co-ordinators will support clients to access these services, which can be so daunting the
first time. This new way of working makes it easier for referrers because they can use us as a first
point of contact, better for clients as they get to hear about everything that’s available to them, and
better for all the organisations because more people get to hear about what we do.
This year we had the pleasure of a lovely Year 9 Work Experience student, Rosalie
(right), from Teignmouth Community School spending a week with us, so I sent her on a
little tour of all our services with the mission of writing a diary of her week to illustrate
everything that we do here at Volunteering in Health. I hope you enjoy reading it—you
can find this on pages 12-16 of this report.
With the new General Data Protection Regulations coming out in May, we have been
busy contacting clients and volunteers to get their consent, make sure their details are
up-to-date, and obtain some feedback from them at the same time. This helps us to improve and
develop our services and will be key when applying for funding in future. This came to fruition when
we applied to The Gwyneth Forrester Trust at the end of the financial year and were awarded
£25,000 towards our Volunteer Co-ordination.
This year we were one of the first charities to be awarded the Health & Wellbeing Provider Kitemark
by Torbay and South Devon NHS Trust, through Teignbridge Community & Voluntary Services.
Sadly this year we have had to make the decision to stop running our Trips and our Carer Support
Service. Trips are run weekly by Dawlish Community Transport and Devon Carers offer support to
carers, so we just can’t compete for funding. We do still continue to support carers through our
other services such as transport, home help, memory cafes and wellbeing.
We have continued to work closely with Shaldon School on our Pen Pal project. In September they
were awarded the Speaker’s School Council Award – one of only 4 awarded each year, for which they
were invited to visit Parliament and took
a couple of our clients along with them!
This June they were invited to London
again as they had been shortlisted (1 of
just 8 in the country!) for Primary School
of the Year in the Tes Schools Awards.
The nomination included so much of our
pen pal work that I was lucky enough to
go along too!
Unfortunately Shaldon didn’t win this
time, but we all had a fantastic time in
London.
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Over the last two years, two researchers from the University of Plymouth have been working closely
with the whole team in the Coastal Locality (Teignmouth and Dawlish) to better understand what it
is that works so well here. Of course we think that a lot of it is down to the excellent relationship the
statutory and voluntary sector have with each other! Every morning we sit in on the “Hub Meeting”
along with GPs, Social Workers, Nurses,
Occupational Therapists, Pharmacists, and
Physiotherapists to discuss the people most
in need and to make sure the right people
are seeing them. Often that involves us
taking referrals from the meeting, but it also
means we can feed back what we know
about a client – family dynamics, what’s
important to them, what’s happened in the
past, our involvement with them and so on.
Whilst the statutory sector staff ensure the
person is safe and well, we look at the rest of
their life, trying to help them feel happier,
more confident, and giving a sense of
purpose and meaning to their life. You can
read more about their findings on pages 8-9.
As well as our close ties with local voluntary sector partners, we are in The Wellbeing Partnership—
a group of five charities (Dartmouth Caring, Totnes Caring, Kingscare, Bovey Community Care and
Volunteering in Health) working together on projects such as Wellbeing Co-ordination and Home
from Hospital. Working together and jointly bidding for funding makes us a much more attractive
prospect for funders, who get the benefits of all the local knowledge that small charities have whilst
only having to deal with one point of contact to cover a large geographical area. We also share
training and resources and staff across the charities can offer each other peer support.
As part of the Wellbeing Partnership, in February we ran our first Helping Overcome Problems
Effectively course. This is a six week course designed to improve people’s motivation and help them
reach the goals that are important to them, improving their overall wellbeing. Thank you to Jeannette, Jill, and their client Mary who have all taken part in presentations, radio and TV interviews
this year to showcase the programme and the charity.
A few thank yous—firstly to Miia who has been such a huge help in collating the statistics for this
report, and to Bob and all the trustees for their support. Thank you as always to all of our
volunteers, who give so much of their time to support some of the most lonely and isolated people
in our community, and to all our staff and trustees who work tirelessly to make sure it is all well
co-ordinated and runs smoothly. Thank you also to local comic book illustrator, Henry Flint, for
designing our new tortoise mascot (on the cover) as suggested by Grace from Shaldon School, to
symbolise how a healthy lifestyle and a slow but sure approach can get us safely and happily into
old age! A special thank you must also go out to everyone who went the extra mile to support our
clients in the snow in March, particularly some of our Home Helpers who really pulled out all the
stops to ensure their clients were safe and warm.
I would also like to use this opportunity to remember our volunteer
Dee Harrington (right), who sadly passed away this year. Dee was
much loved by all of us and we think of her often.

Chloe
Chloe Myers
Manager

Treasurer’s Report
It has been another very busy year, keeping our staff
and volunteers on their toes! The financial challenges
go on, but this year we have managed to more than half
the deficit from the previous year. Because of that
deficit the Trustees and Manager have worked very
hard to successfully address the situation.
Successful bids are more difficult to achieve these days,
with charities all competing for reducing amounts of
money. However, we are very pleased that the
Wellbeing Co-ordinators funding has now been
secured for three years, which is in recognition of the
success of the project and the increasing trust and
understanding of what the voluntary sector can offer in
support to the hard work of our statutory sector.
We continue to have great support from local people
who have well supported many enjoyable social events,
which have raised welcome funds. Many thanks to
those who put their time and effort into organising
these events.
Thank you to all those who have given grants and
donations as per the list towards the end of the Annual
Report. All are most gratefully received and enable us
to continue with essential services we continue to
provide.

Carol

2016-17

2017-18

Income

£160,730

£193,788

Expenditure

£196,818

£210,258

Surplus/
Deficit

-£36,088

-£16,470

Carol Ramsay
Treasurer

Reserves Policy
The policy of the charity is that unrestricted funds which have not been designated for a specific
purpose should be maintained at a level of six months running costs plus the amount required for
redundancy payments. This policy will allow the Trustees a specific time frame to find additional
funding or wind up the organisation and have adequate provision for redundancy costs and any
contractual obligations. The amount of our reserves is currently £75,000 and this is felt to be a
prudent provision.
Our strategy for managing the risk of a shortfall in funding, particularly in service areas fully or
partially reliant on grant funding, is to monitor our income and expenditure projections regularly,
and as appropriate, reduce or cease to provide some services where they are no longer sustainable.
The provision of sufficient reserves will enable this to be managed sensitively with minimum impact
on our clients.
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Summary of Accounts

250,000

As you can see from the graph on the right, we have
had a deficit in each of the last three years. This is
because we are doing better at spending our money
to support more people. Three quarters of our
expenditure is on staff salaries, because our staff are
one of our greatest assets (after our volunteers of
course!). Two thirds of our staff are in client-facing
roles, whilst one third deals with the Management,
Finances and Administration of the charity.
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From this graph you can see that Transport
is clearly still our busiest area, bringing in
more income than any other service, but still
not quite covering the costs of running the
service. To try to remedy this, we have
slightly increased the suggested donations
for each journey that we do.

Difference

This year we made the difficult decision to
stop running our Trips and Carer Support
-20,000
services. As you can see on the graph below
right, Trips is only a small service but has a
large deficit and weekly trips are offered by
Dawlish Community Transport, so we instead
now signpost to their trips. Even with a grant this year (from the Dunhill Medical Trust until May 2018)
for Carer Support, we had a deficit, and again Devon Carers offer a Carer Support service in the area
which we can refer into.
-10,000

Our Memory Services (Memory Cafes, Reminiscence Sessions and one to one support for families
dealing with dementia) had the largest deficit, however we are pleased to have received a grant from
Devon County Council towards this is 2018-19 and are hopeful of another coming through the Wellbeing
Partnership in September 2018 for our one to one support for families.
Our Home Help Service has continued to grow and now supports more complex clients. Although it had
a deficit again this year, we have made some changes going forward in how we run the service, including
increasing the hourly fees and re-structuring how we co-ordinate the service which we think will enable
the service to grow and even offer us surplus income in future to support some of our other work.
Our Wellbeing Co-ordinator and Home from Hospital projects are fully funded so should always break
even as they have this year. This is some of our most crucial work and has really helped to build the allimportant relationships between the voluntary and statutory sectors.
Without volunteers, we wouldn’t be able to function, and thanks to a grant from the Gwyneth Forrester
Trust we are able to provide excellent co-ordination of our volunteers and our befriending service.
We have not had a paid fundraiser in post for the last two years, but we still manage to bring in lots of
donations and put on fundraising events throughout the year thanks to our fundraising volunteers.
All of the above include a share of the general running costs of the charity.
Our full accounts are available on request.

Informal Update on ongoing care model research
(April 16 – Jan 19)
Felix Gradinger (left) and Julian Elston (right) are two Researchers-in-Residence from
the University of Plymouth who have been working with Torbay & South Devon NHS
Foundation Trust and Torbay Medical Research Fund since 2016 to research the
impact of the New Model of Care, in which the voluntary sector plays an important
role. Below is a summary of their findings so far.
We are currently in the process of analysing and writing up our research findings for formal publication, so these
pages are intended to give an informal update on our impressions from working with the Coastal Locality Health
& Wellbeing Team, and Volunteering in Health in particular, over the past years.
What did we do and why?
We spent six months with the teams at Teignmouth Hospital with a focus to collect insights about personcenteredness, and co-ordinated care from the service user and caregiver perspective, as well as understanding
how the teams work in an integrated way to achieve this.
What have we found out?








The referral rate to the Intermediate Care Team in
Coastal for people over 70 is twice the average of the
whole of Torbay and South Devon
Coastal has the lowest percentage of people placed in
nursing/care homes/community hospitals and uses
less beds overall, keeping more people at home
Coastal has the lowest rate of referrals back to the
acute sector
Coastal has the lowest rate of unplanned hospital
admissions
Coastal has the best rates of hospital discharge, with
the Intermediate Care Team offering an “in-reach”
service when their patients are admitted to hospital, to
enable them to come home more quickly

What is Intermediate Care?
Intermediate Care is an important part of the
New Model of Care. Intermediate Care Teams
support people to recover at home. They work
within community Health and Wellbeing Teams
across Torbay and South Devon and provide care
to people at home, to help avoid unnecessary GP
visits and hospital admissions and to help people
be more independent after a hospital stay or
period of ill health. Teams are made up of Social
Workers, Nurses, Physiotherapists, Occupational
Therapists, Pharmacists, GPs and our Voluntary
Sector Wellbeing Co-ordinators.

How does Volunteering in Health fit in with this?
We are currently exploring the hypothesis that VIH plays a crucial part in this success story. It appears that
people get intense input from health and social care and then are cushioned solidly with the range of communitybased services offered by VIH. VIH seem to provide a unique level of continuity of care where an often very frail
and elderly cohort dips in and out of services provided by the different sectors, as and when needed –facilitated
by excellent co-ordination between partners.
Although hard to evidence, we believe that the pro-active follow-ups by VIH, rather than nourishing dependency,
provide crucial person-centred services that are preventing additional cost to the statutory sector. Through
co-location, and close and trusting relationships between practitioners, it seems that appropriate care is allocated
at the right time through the daily hub meetings and the weekly VIH referral meetings we observed. This is also
evidenced through the system-wide evaluation of the Wellbeing Co-ordination programme showing that service
users had significant increases in their wellbeing, activation, and reductions in their frailty.
The Wellbeing Co-ordinators use the “Patient Activation Measure” questionnaire to measure client progress.
The average score on this at the beginning of VIH support is 48%, rising to 61% at the end of their support. This
shows that clients feel more in control of their own healthcare and are more likely to take preventative measures.
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We have been collating in-depth service user case studies from Coastal, interviewing 13 clients/carers who have
received support from Enhanced Intermediate Care and/or Wellbeing Co-ordinators.
One of these clients is Mary (pictured third from left below), who was caring for her husband who had dementia.
VIH supported Mary to care for him, and then to find herself again once she was bereaved. With support, Mary
joined seated yoga classes and attended VIH’s first HOPE (Helping Overcome Problems Effectively) course this
year. Following the course, Mary hopes to now become a volunteer which to me beautifully illustrates the cycle
of the return on investment of VIH into the community it serves.
The HOPE course is designed to encourage and motivate people to take control of their own healthcare, and part
of this is continuing to meet after the course to maintain the friendships built and continue with the valuable peer
support clients can offer each other, with the knowledge that VIH is in the background when more support is
needed. We were lucky enough to observe the 1st Reunion of the 1st HOPE course conducted in Coastal (below).

It is important to say that everyone coming to these groups starts from a very different place. People have
however been well selected and prepared by the Wellbeing Co-ordinators beforehand to ensure that the group
is cohesive. In the words of one of the attendants, everyone who attended was “same, same but different”.
Through their accounts at the reunion it was therefore great to see that people took away very similar
experiences, insights and benefits. These could be loosely grouped around the Five Ways to Wellbeing
(connect, give, take notice, keep learning, be active), which also informed the HOPE approach - a set of
evidence-based actions than can benefit all of us!

We have really enjoyed meeting the clients, and in particular Mary who, along with her Wellbeing Co-ordinator,
shared her experience with the CCG governing body, Torbay NHS Trust governing body, ITV News and Heart FM
as part of the NHS 70th birthday celebrations. Another personal highlight for us was bringing the full team out
for a day at a regional academic conference, where the VIH Manager, together with the GP Locality and Clinical
Director delivered a keynote on some of the data and experiences described above. It has been amazing for us
personally to feel so warmly welcome and to provide a humble function of the multidisciplinary team.

Our volunteers’ year
As our name proudly shows, volunteers are at the heart of everything we do. In recognition of this,
we’ve changed our staffing structure to allow a member of staff to focus solely on volunteer recruitment,
management and development. Volunteer Co-ordinator Em Flint says, “I am delighted that my time at
VIH is now dedicated entirely to looking after our volunteers, both long-serving and new to VIH.”
Changes to volunteer management this year have included:
 Membership of the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO)
 Annual volunteer satisfaction survey
 Administrative improvements including GDPR review and new ID badges
 Befriending peer support group
 Regular social nights for volunteers
 Mailchimp volunteer bulletin

The gift of time
It’s impossible to put a price on the gift of time that
our volunteers share. Their “eyes and ears” in the
community save our statutory services thousands in
crisis avoidance, building the resilience and wellbeing
of our most vulnerable neighbours. We estimate that
our volunteers give 438 hours of time a week to the
people of the Coastal locality—that’s a very impressive
65% of the total hours worked by VIH.

Assuming an hourly rate of
£10, this builds into a gift of
an amazing

£227,760
worth of time over the
course of the year.
That’s compared to our actual staffing costs of
£159,901 for this year.
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Our volunteers at a glance
At the time of going to press, we are lucky to have 164 volunteers, and our numbers usually remain
steady at 160 to 170 volunteers at any one time. Each one brings their own valuable contribution, and
each one is an asset to our charity.

Residential area

Age range

Teignmouth

16-24
25-34

Dawlish & Dawlish
Warren

35-44
45-54

Shaldon

55-64

Bishopsteignton

65-74
75-84

Chudleigh &
Newton Abbot

Volunteer activity*

85+

Length of service

Trustee
Befriender
Driver

Administration
Transport Desk
Telephone Befriender

less than 1 year
1-3 years
3-5 years

5-7 years

Meet & Greeter

7-9 years

Memory Services

over 9 years

Fundraiser

Other fast facts about our volunteers
About three quarters are female (122 female and 42 male)
Volunteers report on average a 24% boost in self-esteem since joining our charity
Our last survey showed all volunteers feel more involved with their local community
15% felt they had “no sense of purpose” when they joined us; 0% reported feeling this
way after joining
*Many of our volunteers gift us with their help in more than one role
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Fundraising & Donations
This year was an impressive year for our Fundraising: we have not had a Fundraiser in post but still
raised almost £20,000 and spent less than £1,500 to do it!
Our biggest fundraisers were the Bingo Nights, which run every month at the
Langstone Cliff Hotel, raising funds for a different charity each month. We had
our turn in September 2017 and January 2018, as well as a Christmas bonus,
raising £3000 in total!
Our new Trim Teign programme raised nearly £400 from August to April and
helped lots of people to lose weight by supporting them to eat more healthily
and exercise more. On the other side of all that healthy eating, our chocolate
Easter chicks raised £330 and our tuck shop raised £125!
We received a very generous donation of £2000 from a local person who was impressed with the
work with have been doing with Shaldon School, plus £1750 from donations in memory of clients
and £800 in general donations – thank you to all of the shops that hold collection tins for us.
Marks & Spencer chose us as their Charity of the Year in 2016-17 but
also kindly helped us with our move in June, and donated over £2000
from the sale of carrier bags for the year.
Our Launch Event in July included all kinds of activity for sponsorship
– hiking from Torbay Hospital, pushing a wheelchair and running from
Dawlish Hospital, kayaking and cycling from Brixham, and even head
shaves! This all raised over £700 and it was a great celebration.
Our Christmas cards and notelets again raised over £1000, mainly due to
the efforts of volunteer Gerry who pulls out all the stops selling these!
This year we also have the blank notecards which were designed by the
pen pals and pupils from Shaldon School on sale for £3.50 for a pack of 12.
Our 100 club raised £720 again this
year, and made 12 people very happy
when they received a surprise £40
cheque in the post!!
The King Billy pub in Teignmouth
hosted a Race Night for us in March
which was not only great fun, but
raised £1000! Thank you to our race
sponsors, Devon Contract Waste, SSG
Training and Consultancy, AJB Carpentry, Intellitender,
Tozers Solicitors and HEL Performance.
Thank you also to donations from Waitrose, Teignbridge
Council, The Incredible Fund, The Norman Family Trust,
Dunhill Medical Group, Pat Colkin, Colin Shirley’s MX5 Group,
Devon Memory Cafe Consortium, North Teignmouth
Community Church, and Teignmouth Baptist Church who all
made donations. We really appreciate every single donation
received and it all goes back into supporting lonely and isolated
people to stay living well at home.

Meet our Trustees
Changes to our Board of Trustees
As mentioned in the Chair’s Report, there are several changes to our Board of Trustees this year.
Ken Goodsell is stepping down after three years as our chair, but will remain on the board. Andy Davies will
be taking his place as Chair.
Our Vice Chair of Trustees, Howard Almond, is also stepping down after several years service, and existing
Trustee Manuela Grossmann will be taking on this role.
We have not previously had a Trustee with fundraising experience on the board, so we are also delighted to
welcome Alison Upton, who brings with her many years experience of charity fundraising.
We thank all of our Trustees for all the time and energy they bring to the charity to ensure that we continue to
run smoothly and sustainably.
Andy Davies
Chair of Trustees
Andy joined the Metropolitan Police in London aged 19 and worked mainly as a Detective
specialising in the investigation of murder and child abuse. After retiring from the police
with 30 years service, he was employed in Haringey as a Community Safety Officer and
amongst other responsibilities chaired Victim Support. In 2007 he moved with his wife
Ann to Teignmouth to be near his daughter and her family, following the birth of their
second son with Cystic Fibrosis. Here he worked as the Anti-Social Behaviour Officer for
Teignbridge and brought together numerous agencies to reduce ASB. He finally retired in 2015 following a heart
attack. Andy became a Trustee two years ago and is also Chair of the Patient Participation Group (Teignmouth
Medical Practice), a committee member of The League of Friends to Teignmouth Hospital, Secretary to Bitton
Park Bowls Club. He also volunteers at Citizens Advice on a weekly basis and has 4 grandchildren living in
Teignmouth. He has a large garden, which he enjoys maintaining, and plays tennis twice a week.
Manuela Grossmann
Vice Chair of Trustees
Manuela’s professional background lies in Human
Resources and Health and Safety. She currently works
as a full time consultant for companies and charities in
Devon, Dorset, Cornwall, Gloucestershire, and
Somerset. She provides advice and guidance to
organisations across a number of industry sectors,
getting involved in legal compliance, training,
engagement projects, restructures, strategic
development and day-to-day people management.
Manuela and her partner moved to Teignmouth just
after their daughter was born in 2008 and they are
now living the dream in a little fishing cottage on the
back beach.
Recently, she has taken up trustee
responsibilities not only for
ViH, but also for Dartmoor
Zoo, which keeps her on her
toes. Manuela is a keen
walker, knitter, crafter, and
cook. She is part of a local
board game group, loves a bit
of ‘Nordic Noir’ and a glass of
red with friends.

Ken Goodsell
Trustee
Ken's career was in social
housing, starting as a trainee in
Harlow new town and ending
as Deputy Chief Executive of a
Housing Association in
Hertfordshire. The work
involved much customer involvement, estate
management and joint working with health and social
services. On retirement to Devon with wife Sheila four
years ago, he became trustee for ViH. He is also
involved with volunteering at the Citizens Advice
Bureau, Paignton Zoo, Shaldon Tourist Cabin, and
Newton Abbot Hospital Radio. Ken's hobbies include
rambling, singing with Singalong Shaldon, and doing
battle with the weeds on his allotment!
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Carol Ramsay
Treasurer

Ann Meyrick
Secretary

Carol is Lancashire Lass from
Manchester, who lived in North
Yorkshire for 35 years before
moving to Devon in 2009.
Carol has been married to Roy
for 52 years and together they
have 2 children.
Carol worked for a Housing Association for over 20
years, which she loved although it wasn’t without its
challenges! Carol enjoyed helping people change their
lives throughout her career and wanted to continue
helping people when she retired and moved to Devon.
She joined Volunteering in Health in 2010 as a driver,
but was quickly snapped up as Treasurer. Over the
last eight years Carol has seen the charity grow and
develop. She continues to drive for Volunteering in
Health, which means she gets to hear first hand how
much they benefit from and appreciate the service.

For 21 years, Ann was
employed as the Headteacher’s
Personal Assistant in a large
secondary school in North
London. She was part of the
Management team at the school
where she led the administration staff. Ann retired in
2003, and in 2007 moved to Teignmouth with her
partner Andy. Ann joined ViH 6 months into its
beginning where it was just the Manager and her. She
organised the day to day running, dealing with phone
requests for transport, answering emails, letters etc.,
setting up lists of volunteers, attending carers meetings
– basically anything that was given to her! Ann has seen
the charity go from strength to strength with increasing
numbers of staff now working in the office.

Judy Falcao
Trustee

Ali’s career started at Dyson, where she completed a
graduate business scheme. She then became Marketing
Manager for a charity consultancy before moving into
Fundraising. She was National Events Manager and
then New Business Manager for CLIC Sargent; Head of
Corporate and Events for Tenovus, which included
working with The Ryder Cup (despite hating golf) and
then Fundraiser for Exeter Leukaemia Fund. She is
currently Regional Fundraising Manager for Teenage
Cancer Trust. This involves working with trusts,
companies, individuals, patients and event participants
to ensure that young people with cancer have age
appropriate care.
For the past 5 years, she has
chaired Shaldon Preschool.
When not working, Ali has a 5
year old and an 8 year old to
look after; she rows Seine
boats, runs and sea swims
(when it’s warm enough!).

Judy moved to the South of
England from Cheshire 16
years ago with her daughter
Meg. She has worked in the
National Health Service for 33
years and is now the Director
of Workforce and Organisational Development at
Torbay and South Devon NHS Trust. She holds a
Masters in Human Resources Management. Judy
became a Trustee for Volunteering in Health around a
year ago because she wanted to support a local charity
and she believed in the vision of Volunteering in
Health. In her spare time, Judy enjoys walking her two
cocker spaniels, Barney and Bella. She and her
husband Terry can often be found enjoying live
entertainment at the Pavilions and they also love to
travel, though there’s no place like home when you’re
lucky enough to live in Teignmouth!

Alison Upton
Trustee

Howard Almond
Outgoing Vice Chair
Brought up in the South Devon area, attending Teignmouth Grammar, Howard started
work as an articled clerk in accountancy before becoming involved in the then fledgling
computer software industry. Howard has had a varied career which, although he was
always involved in computer software, included running a residential hotel for elderly
people in Torquay for many years. He worked for many years in Austria, Germany, and
the USA and has many close friends and contacts throughout those areas. Howard is a
Dawlish Town Councillor and the secretary for the Friends of Dawlish Hospital through which he first became
involved with ViH. For the last 18 months he has been a trustee of Action for Pulmonary Fibrosis which is taking
up more of his time, and, as a patient with IPF, this has become his primary focus. Howard will remain in contact
with ViH, and will support the charity as much as possible in the future.
Thank you to Howard for all the time and dedication he has put into Volunteering in Health.

Meet our Staff
Chloe Myers
Manager

Miia Thomas
Office Manager

Chloe joined the charity in 2014 as
Volunteer Co-ordinator and now
manages the staff team. Before joining
the voluntary sector, Chloe worked in welfare to work,
supporting people with disabilities to find work
experience and employment. Chloe grew up in
Teignmouth and still lives here now with her two
energetic sons. She is an avid reader and Harry Potter
fanatic, tries her best to keep healthy on a vegan diet
(but is too easily tempted by frequent generous thank
you biscuits in the office!), enjoys walking on the coast
path, paddle boarding and watching live music.

Miia joined ViH in 2016 as our Administrator, an
invaluable support to the team. Miia has something of
a multicultural background, with a Finnish Mum, and a
British Canadian Dad. She has worked in Australia and
spent time volunteering in East Africa. Miia uses her
spare time to go swimming in the sea
and walking on Dartmoor and the
coast path with her husband and four
children. You can occasionally find
Miia preaching at Teignmouth Baptist
Church.

Emma Flint
Volunteer Co-ordinator
Emma’s career includes working as
Volunteer Co-ordinator for ChildLine
and membership of the board of
directors for Recovery Devon. Five years ago she took a
gamble on visionary start-up tech company Brain in
Hand, developing tech support for autistic people in
work and education; she now devotes half of her
working week to helping them raise the profile and
rights of “actually autistic” people like herself. Emma
lives with her two children Rosalie (15) and Arthur (8),
enjoys making music, crocheting complicated freeform
pieces, and exploring ideas with friends.
Jeannette Osmond
Wellbeing Co-ordinator
Jeannette first joined ViH as our first
Hospital Link Worker in 2014 but took
on the challenge of the new Wellbeing
Co-ordinator role when it started in 2016. She also
facilitates our very popular Helping Overcome
Problems Effectively course. Jeannette enjoys kayaking
and spending time with her three teenage children.
Jan Bourne
Hospital Link Worker
Jan based her nursing career on
palliative care and has worked at
Torbay Hospital, Rowcroft Hospice
and in the community at Teignmouth. She is married
with three children and four grandchildren and enjoys
kayaking, swimming and reading.

Nicola Engert
Accounts Assistant
Nicola joined ViH in August after 17
years working as a project manager
for an IT company. Nicola loves a pub
quiz and her claim to fame is winning TV Quiz
Pointless!
Jill Breyley
Wellbeing Co-ordinator
Following a 36 year career as a nurse
based at Teignmouth Hospital, Jill
joined ViH in 2016. She is enjoying
getting to know her Wellbeing clients in a more
personal way than she was able to as a nurse and has
been a great advocate for the service and charity,
giving several talks about our work.
Sally Hocking
Hospital Link Worker
Sally also works on the ward at
Dawlish Hospital, where she had
previously worked as a Healthcare
Assistant so is well known by all the staff. Sally was
also part of our Pro-Active Care Team, the pilot
programme which lead the way for the Wellbeing
Co-ordinator project.
Marj Dawson
Link Worker
Having worked as Home Help
Service Co-ordinator for a year, Marj
is now taking on a new role as Link
Worker, acting as the link between clients and the
various services and organisations that can support
them. Marj was previously an Occupational Therapist
and has worked at Rowcroft Hospice.
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Gill Dunn
Memory Services Co-ordinator

Sheila Goodsell
Transport Co-ordinator
Sheila looks after our drivers and
transport desk volunteers and our
wheelchair accessible vehicle. Before
moving to Devon four years ago, Sheila worked in the
office of a residential home and ran a car scheme for
her village (about ten drivers compared to our
40!). Sheila has two daughters living near Bristol and
next year is looking forward to being Mother of the
Bride. Sheila likes swimming, but only in a pool;
walking, especially with a dog, and watching the Back
Beach Boyz!
Julie Dingley
Telephone Befriending Co-ordinator
Julie has been volunteering for the
charity for nearly a decade, during
which time her confidence has
blossomed. As well as helping out on the transport
desk, Julie co-ordinates our small team of Telephone
Befrienders and supports clients on the HOPE course.
Jeniffer Gillett
Reminiscence Co-ordinator
Jeniffer is passionate about the
Reminiscence Sessions which she runs
each week, helping people engage and
communicate by engaging with all five senses.
Marie Edmondson
Home Helper
Marie has lived in Teignmouth for 6
years and one of our longest serving
home helpers. Marie enjoys working
with people in their homes and is a keen gardener.
Marie enjoys travel and being on holiday in the sun.
Sharon Holmes
Home Helper
Sharon has been working for VIH for
the last 3 years. Prior to this she had
spent the last 25 years working in
residential care specifically caring for those suffering
with dementia. Sharon has lived in Teignmouth all her
life, she loves her home town and enjoys learning about
the history of it.

Gill joined ViH in 2015 after 37 years
working as registered nurse, the last
ten years of her career based in
Dawlish. Gill loves craft of all kinds and enjoys sharing
her craft skills at the Memory Cafe.
Zoe Fogden
Home Help Service Co-ordinator
Zoe is new to the ViH team, having only started in September. Zoe lives
with her husband and three young
children in Dawlish. She has her own small business
making personalised plaques and signs, which make
great gifts.
Jonathon Da’Souza
Home Helper
Jonathan has been in Teignmouth for
over 18 years and worked as a local
business man before joining ViH. He
enjoys outdoor pursuits on his boat with his family
and holidays in the sun.
Alan Bearcroft
Home Helper
Alan has lived locally for eight years
and prefers working outdoors and
tackling DIY jobs. Alan enjoys walking
his four French bulldogs and trips away in his
motorhome.
Ian Macdougall
Home Helper
Ian has lived in Devon for 18 years, the
last three of which have been in Teignmouth. He has been with VIH for two
years and though he’s happy to take on
most tasks, he warns that most plants
he looks after die! He has a very noisy
New Zealand sheep dog which he enjoys walking.
Carole-Ann Clark
Home Helper
Carole-Ann is new to Teignmouth after
many years spent living in Torquay.
She is interested in complimentary
therapies and enjoys helping people.

Thank you
A huge thank you to all of our Volunteers, Trustees, Staff, Clients and Supporters.
The Alice Cross Centre
The Incredible Fund
Assist Teignbridge
Teignbridge CVS and all the charities within the Wellbeing Partnership
The Gwyneth Forrester Trust
All of the statutory sector staff at Teignmouth and Dawlish Hospitals
Jim and the Langstone Cliff Hotel
Pauline Janin for all of her work on Trim Teign
Teignmouth Library for inviting us to be part of their Empathy Day Celebrations
Marks & Spencer Newton Abbot
Chudleigh Together
Andy Cope and The King Billy
Shaldon Over 60s Club
Waitrose Teignmouth
Teignmouth Arts Action Group
Teignmouth Town Council
Dawlish Town Council
Devon Memory Cafe Consortium
Shaldon School and all of our Pen Pals
The David Gibbons Trust
The Norman Family Trust
Felix and Julian, Researchers in Residence at Torbay Hospital
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Blank Notecards

£3.50
for a pack of 12
(2 designs)

Second Place
Finn Stoyle

On 29th March our clients met with their Pen Pals at Shaldon Primary School for an art session
where they were designing images based on the theme of friendship.
The winning design, by Bruno Brett, has been made into greetings cards which are available to
buy in packs of 12 (6 of each design) for £3.50.
During the session, children were also invited to design a “mascot” for Volunteering in Health,
and Grace came up with our lovely blue tortoise!
The cost of the art session and printing of the cards was kindly funded by The Incredible Fund.

Saturday 29th September 2018
10am—4pm
Pavilions Teignmouth
Find out about
Health and Wellbeing Services
in Teignmouth and Dawlish

Thank you for taking the
time to read this report.
If you would like to find
out more about the work
of Volunteering in Health
or how you could help,
please get in touch!

